Food Banks are private, non-profits that receive funds and donations from a number of different sources, in addition to USDA.

USDA is providing significant resources to food banks, supplementing the supplies they receive through donations and fundraising, to help them keep communities fed, healthy, and strong during COVID-19.

- **$3B**
  USDA Farmers to Families Food Box Program
  JAN-DEC 2020

- **$1.3B**
  President's Support for Farmers Program
  JAN-DEC 2020

- **$532M**
  Bonus Purchases to Support Farmers
  OCT 2019-JUNE 2020

- **$850M**
  Congressional Coronavirus Relief
  OCT 2019-SEPT 2020

- **$397M**
  Standard TEFAP Support
  OCT 2019-SEPT 2020

To learn more about FNS response to COVID-19, visit [www.fns.usda.gov/coronavirus](http://www.fns.usda.gov/coronavirus) and follow us on Twitter at @USDANutrition.